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Attached for your review is our final report on the audit of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office’s (USPTO’s) patent legacy systems. Our audit objective was to review
USPTO’s progress towards retiring its patent legacy systems. Specifically, we assessed USPTO’s
(1) cost, schedule, and capabilities of select patent legacy systems and (2) ongoing activities to
transition from the legacy systems to next-generation systems.
We found that while USPTO continues to develop next-generation patent systems to replace
and retire its patent legacy systems, USPTO’s cost estimating and scheduling processes are not
comprehensive for the patent product line investments. We also found that USPTO needs to
improve Agile adoption practices when developing next-generation patent systems and
continues to face challenges in replacing its unsupported servers.
On June 23, 2022, we received USPTO’s response to the draft report’s findings and
recommendations. We also received technical comments. Based on those technical comments,
we made changes to the final report where appropriate. In response to our draft report,
USPTO generally concurred with all the recommendations and described actions it has taken,
or will take, to address them. USPTO’s formal response is included within the final report as
appendix E.
Pursuant to Department Administrative Order 213-5, please submit to us an action plan that
addresses the recommendations in this report within 60 calendar days. This final report will be
posted on the Office of Inspector General’s website pursuant to sections 4 and 8M of the
Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (5 U.S.C. App., §§ 4 & 8M).
We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies extended to us by your staff during this audit.
If you have any questions or concerns about this report, please contact me at (202) 793-2938
or Amni Samson, Director for Audit and Evaluation, at (202) 510-5631.
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Report in Brief
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Background
The United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO)
relies on the performance of
its information technology (IT)
systems for managing its patent
services. In fiscal year (FY)
2011, USPTO began its Patent
End-to-End (PE2E) investment
to replace and retire critical
patent legacy systems. The
initial investment budget was
approximately $130.2 million,
with completion planned for FY
2013. This upgrade extended
through September 2020; with
additional work through 2020,
the total expenditure was
$734 million. Over that period,
USPTO planned to develop
nine next-generation systems;
however, three were developed
and one was cancelled. USPTO
deferred the development of
the other five next-generation
systems to retire eight legacy
systems.
In response to the August
2018 outage of a critical PE2E
component, USPTO initiated
the “New Ways of Working”
(NWOW) IT management
strategy, transitioning from
a milestone-focused project
management approach to a
customer-focused product
management approach. USPTO
also refined its Agile processes
and implemented organizational
changes to improve IT delivery.
In September 2020, USPTO
transferred the five deferred
systems to product roadmaps
under the NWOW and divided
the PE2E investment into several
Patent Product Line (PPL)
investments.

Why We Did This Review
Our audit objective was to
review USPTO’s progress
towards retiring its patent legacy
systems.

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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WHAT WE FOUND
We found the following:
I. USPTO’s cost estimating and scheduling processes are not
comprehensive.
II. USPTO needs to improve Agile adoption practices when developing
next-generation patent systems.

WHAT WE RECOMMEND
We recommend that the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual
Property and Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
direct the Chief Information Officer to do the following:
1. Establish a life cycle cost estimate (LCCE) and integrated master
schedule (IMS) for current and planned PPL investments.
2. Establish a training plan to ensure PPL team members and other
appropriate personnel receive specialized training to develop and
maintain an LCCE and IMS.
3. Establish contingency plans consistent with the National Institute
of Standards and Technology’s Risk Management Framework, Systems
and Services Acquisition, for system components when support for the
components is no longer provided by the manufacturer.
4. Establish processes and procedures to ensure all end-user feedback
is properly captured, tracked, and timely communicated to the
appropriate product teams during the product life cycle.
5. Establish a detailed plan to ensure PPL team members and other
appropriate personnel receive specialized training in developing key
performance indicators (KPIs) and revise existing KPIs to ensure they
are comprehensive.
6. Establish policy, guidance, and leadership roles and responsibilities for
the Agile Delivery Office (or equivalent successor).
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Introduction
The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) relies on the performance of its
information technology (IT) systems for managing its patent services. In fiscal year (FY) 2011,
USPTO began its Patent End-to-End (PE2E) investment 1 to replace and retire critical patent
legacy systems. The initial investment budget was approximately $130.2 million, with
completion planned for FY 2013. This upgrade extended 7 years beyond that completion date,
through September 2020. With additional work through 2020, the total expenditure was
$734 million. However, USPTO did not fully complete its scope of work. Over that period,
USPTO planned to develop nine next-generation 2 systems; however, three were developed and
one was cancelled. USPTO deferred the remaining scope of work, which included developing
the other five next-generation systems to retire eight legacy 3 systems. See appendix B for
additional details regarding patent IT investment cost and schedule.
In August 2018, USPTO’s PALM 4 system—a critical PE2E component—went offline for 9 days.
In response to the outage, USPTO initiated a new IT management strategy known as the “New
Ways of Working” (NWOW). With the NWOW, USPTO transitioned from a traditional
project management approach focused on meeting milestones to a product 5 management
approach focused on creating value for the customers. USPTO also refined its Agile 6 processes
and implemented organizational changes to improve IT delivery. In FY 2021, USPTO
incorporated the NWOW strategy into its Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) 7
process for overseeing its IT investments.
On September 30, 2020, USPTO ended all active PE2E investments and transferred the five
remaining systems that were deferred to product roadmaps 8 under the NWOW. USPTO
divided the PE2E investment into several Patent Product Line (PPL) 9 investments with an overall
1

The Patent End to End Investment has been referred to as PE2E-SE (Software Engineering) and PE2E-SE (System
Engineering).
2
A next-generation system pertains to any method or technology intended to supersede an old or outdated
technology.
3
A legacy system is a technology or application that is based on outdated or obsolete technology or equipment.
4
Patent Application Locating and Monitoring. This system is used to track every step of the patent process. The
outage was caused in part due to USPTO’s postponement of replacing or upgrading its legacy systems. For a
discussion of the outage issue, see U.S. Department of Commerce Office of Inspector General, June 16, 2020.
Deficiencies in USPTO’s Backup and Restoration Process Could Delay Recovery of Critical Applications in the Event of a
System Failure and Adversely Affect Its Mission, OIG-20-030-A. Washington, DC: DOC OIG.
5
A product is defined as a collection of services or tangible features that delivers value to customers.
6
Agile is an iterative and adaptive approach to product development in which requirements and solutions evolve
through continuous engagement between self-organizing, cross-functional teams and the business units.
7
USPTO’s CPIC process describes the decision-making framework to select, control, and evaluate work done for
its IT product line. See United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of the Chief Information Officer,
October 2021. USPTO Capital Planning and Investment Control Guide, Version 5.1. Alexandria, VA: USPTO OCIO.
8
A roadmap is a high-level summary comprised of a set of strategic planning and execution artifacts that, together,
map out the vision and direction of a product offering over time.
9
PPLs include all IT products and product components to manage the patent application process through the
entire patent life cycle.
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budget estimate of $146 million and an estimated completion date in FY 2023. See appendix C
for additional details regarding PPL investments.
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Objective, Findings, and Recommendations
Our audit objective was to review USPTO’s progress towards retiring its patent legacy systems.
To address this objective, we assessed USPTO’s (1) cost, schedule, and capabilities of select
patent legacy systems and (2) ongoing activities to transition from the legacy systems to
next-generation systems. See appendix A for a more detailed description of our scope and
methodology.
We found that while USPTO continues to develop next-generation patent systems to replace
and retire its patent legacy systems, USPTO’s cost estimating and scheduling processes are not
comprehensive for the PPL investments. We also found that USPTO needs to improve Agile
adoption practices when developing next-generation patent systems and continues to face
challenges in replacing its unsupported servers. 10
If USPTO does not use best practices for cost estimating, scheduling, and Agile adoption in the
NWOW, it continues to risk delays in replacing and retiring its legacy systems. Those delays
could lead to additional system outages impacting patent applicants and other users, as well as
cost overruns.

I. USPTO’s Cost Estimating and Scheduling Processes Are Not Comprehensive
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circulars A-11 11 and A-130 12 require agencies to
develop disciplined cost estimating practices to provide (1) greater information management
support, (2) more accurate and timely cost estimates, and (3) improved risk assessments to
help increase the credibility of program cost estimates. Generating reliable cost estimates is
a critical program management function. A life cycle cost estimate (LCCE) is a type of cost
estimate that provides a structured accounting of all costs throughout the life of the
program, independent of the framework used (e.g., Waterfall, Agile, etc.). 13

10

For a discussion of the server issue, see DOC OIG, October 14, 2021. Top Management and Performance
Challenges Facing the Department of Commerce, OIG-22-001. Washington, DC: DOC OIG.
11
Office of Management and Budget, August 2021. OMB Circular No. A-11, Preparation, Submission, and Execution of
the Budget. Washington, DC: OMB. Available online at https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/a11.pdf (accessed March 24, 2022).
12
OMB, July 2016. OMB Circular No. A-130, Managing Information as a Strategic Resource. Washington, DC: OMB.
Available online at https://www.whitehouse.gov/wpcontent/uploads/legacy_drupal_files/omb/circulars/A130/a130revised.pdf (accessed March 24, 2022).
13
See (1) U.S. Government Accountability Office, September 28, 2020. Agile Assessment Guide: Best Practices for Agile
Adoption and Implementation, GAO-20-590G. Washington, DC: GAO. Available online at
https://www.gao.gov/assets/720/710147.pdf (accessed March 22, 2022); (2) GAO, March 12, 2020. Cost Estimating
and Assessment Guide: Best Practices for Developing and Managing Program Costs, GAO-20-195G. Washington, DC:
GAO. Available online at https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/706933.pdf (accessed March 22, 2022); (3) GAO,
March 6, 2019. High-Risk Series: Substantial Efforts Needed to Achieve Greater Progress on High-Risk Areas,
GAO-19-157SP. Washington, DC: GAO. Available online at https://www.gao.gov/assets/700/697852.pdf (accessed
March 25, 2022); and (4) GAO, December 22, 2015. GAO Schedule Assessment Guide: Best Practices for Project
Schedules, GAO-16-89G. Washington, DC: GAO. Available online at https://www.gao.gov/assets/690/687052.pdf
(accessed March 22, 2022).
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In addition, an integrated master schedule (IMS) helps to provide a comprehensive,
end-to-end view of all the work required to accomplish program goals. An IMS is critical for
determining progress made against the plan and holds the program accountable to its
performance goals over time. Tracking a program’s performance using an LCCE and IMS
allows management to identify cost and schedule variances from an overall baseline plan so
that risks can be quickly discerned and managed.
We reviewed USPTO’s cost estimating and schedule practices and found that USPTO did
not develop processes and procedures to ensure that (1) cost estimates were based on the
patent product’s entire life cycle, (2) product roadmaps included an IMS, and
(3) contingency plans exist for patent legacy systems that use unsupported servers.
A. PPL cost estimates were not based on an entire life cycle
USPTO did not prepare an LCCE for its patent product investments to determine all
costs over its entire life cycle. Instead, USPTO product teams prepare a funding request
based on an estimate of resources (e.g., size and scope of Agile teams) needed to
develop each individual product. Each product’s funding request is then used to create
the budget estimate for the PPL investment. However, these funding requests and the
budget estimate are designed to cover only the upcoming few years and do not account
for all life cycle costs.
Since USPTO does not have LCCEs, we reviewed its budget estimate for three PE2E
products. We found that the estimates were not comprehensive, well documented,
accurate, or credible. As a result, USPTO could not justify and support its annual budget
request for the PPL.
To illustrate:
•

Budget estimates lacked sufficient justification. USPTO could not provide
adequate documentation supporting its budget requests for PPL products. For
example, product teams used previous FY funding request figures without
sufficient justification. USPTO budgeted $30,000 for international travel for one
product, despite travel limitations due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Product
Line Lead (PLL) 14 acknowledged that there was no available supporting
documentation and stated the estimates were based on prior-year actual
expenditures. Without documenting cost estimates that contain justification for
using the prior year’s actuals and supporting historical data, decision makers will
not understand the level of certainty around the cost estimate and lack
traceability. 15

14

A PLL ensures that relevant IT systems align with business unit objectives and helps coordinate development
across those systems.
15
Traceability is the capability to repeat or update and follow the cost estimates to their original sources through
auditing. See GAO-20-195G, p. 31.
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PPL’s budget estimate did not initially account for total product costs. For the
FY 2021 IT budget plan, USPTO’s IT Planning Board 16 approved the PPL’s total
budget estimate of $117.2 million 17 to support 58 (out of 77) prioritized tasks.
However, product teams later updated the budget estimate to $146 million—an
increase of approximately $28.8 million. This increase accounted for both
compensation and non-compensation changes. For example, USPTO did not
include government employee compensation 18 totaling $27.9M in the initial
funding request, and it was later added after the original request was approved.
Without a comprehensive cost estimate, decision makers may not have a
complete view of program costs. If USPTO used an LCCE, program managers
would be better able to account for all costs used to support the program. 19 See
appendix C for additional details regarding the initial and updated budget
estimates.

According to the Program Manager (PgM), 20 the former PLL revised the budget estimate
after the IT Planning Board approved the budget request because of changes made
within the product line. USPTO could not provide supporting documentation to reflect
the approval of the specific changes or impact to the budget estimate or prioritized
tasks. USPTO confirmed that the updates to the budget estimate did not change the
number or scope of tasks, which means the budget estimate increased but the size of
the teams and the work remained the same.
USPTO’s CPIC guide does not require product teams to use an LCCE to develop
budget estimates. Specifically, USPTO did not implement a standardized LCCE process
for developing product roadmap funding requests. The NWOW empowered lead
product owners (LPOs) 21 to take on additional responsibilities and make decisions for
developing product roadmaps. LPOs have discretion to use different methodologies and
tools to identify team capacity needs and costs used to develop a cost estimate. During
interviews, product team managers were aware of the importance of using an LCCE;
however, they did not use one because it was not required. Without implementing
LCCE requirements, USPTO increases its risk of cost overruns or budget shortfalls—
which could lead to missed deadlines, schedule delays, and system performance issues.

16

The IT Planning Board—chaired by USPTO’s Chief Information Officer—reviews and recommends approval of
product roadmaps to USPTO Financial Advisory Board.
17
USPTO changed the PPL catalog and moved the Patent Public Application Programming Interface to the
Enterprise business product line, changing the budget estimate from $117.6 million to $117.2 million.
18
Compensation of federal civilian employees consists of salaries and benefits, including any supplements (e.g.,
employer contributions).
19
GAO-20-195G, p. 18.
20
A PgM works with PLLs to perform various product line management activities such as, but not limited to,
acquisition and financial planning/execution.
21
An LPO is responsible for determining product objectives, allocating resources of Agile teams, and prioritizing
work (epics) within the product to deliver business value to customers.
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B. Patent products lack an IMS
Agile programs typically consist of fixed schedule iterations. 22 However, these programs
should have an IMS to manage program risk and uncertainty and measure performance.
Developing a reliable schedule involves planning for all activities and conducting a
schedule risk analysis during the product’s life cycle. 23 Therefore, programs should use
an IMS to (1) identify and address risks most likely to cause delays and (2) identify risk
contingencies or other mitigating measures.
We found that USPTO did not have an IMS or similar artifact, but instead used patent
product roadmaps. While these roadmaps have some high-level milestones, they did not
(1) ensure all planned activities to retire legacy systems were captured and (2) fully
address risks that may impact the schedule to timely retire legacy systems.
To illustrate:
•

Documentation did not include all planned activities to retire legacy search
systems. The documentation for the Patent Search system did not contain
specific details of planned activities related to the retirement of associated legacy
search systems. The PgM explained that (1) product teams using an Agile method
do not typically know the specifics of the work ahead of time and (2) this task is
a placeholder for additional work to be discovered. If the schedule does not
contain all planning details of the work ahead of time, the program will lack
traceability and increase overall risk. By developing an IMS, product teams would
have a comprehensive, end-to-end view of all the activities needed to retire and
dispose of the legacy systems.

•

Product teams did not fully address schedule risks to mitigate impacts to timely
retire legacy systems. We found the product teams’ efforts to identify schedule
risks and develop a contingency plan were inadequate. For example, the
deployment of two mission-critical next-generation systems experienced
schedule slippages and did not have a contingency plan in place. 24 The slippages
were due to conflicts with the examiners’ union and pushback from external
stakeholders on proposed fee rate increases.

To develop product roadmaps, LPOs received guidance and training from USPTO’s
Agile Delivery Office (ADO). 25 However, we found that the guidance and training
material did not include processes and procedures based on IMS best practices.
Additionally, some LPOs said that the training and materials they received were not
22

An iteration is a predefined, time-boxed, recurring period to develop software. See GAO-20-590G, p. 7.
If time or resources are insufficient to conduct a schedule risk analysis for the full program or the level of detail
is unclear because of rolling wave planning, programs should perform the analysis on a summary version of the
schedule.
24
The two next-generation systems are Patent Exam Center’s Patent Search (used by examiners to conduct prior
art searches) and Patent Center’s Public Patent Application Information Retrieval (allowing public access to
applications and patents).
25
For more discussion on the ADO, see finding II.
23
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sufficient. Based on interviews with and questionnaires completed by LPOs, we found
that the ADO did not design the training to target different levels of Agile expertise. If
the ADO does not tailor its training to the varying experience levels of LPOs, there is a
risk that the training will continue to be ineffective.
C. No contingency plans exist for patent legacy systems that use unsupported servers
Product roadmaps also did not include plans to address security and sustainability risks
for aging or obsolete servers. The National Institute of Standards and Technology’s
(NIST’s) Risk Management Framework, Systems and Services Acquisition (SA-22) 26 states that
agencies should replace system components when support for the components is no
longer available from the developer, vendor, or manufacturer. Additionally, agencies
should provide alternative support sources for unsupported components when replacing
those components is not an option.
USPTO uses 49 different servers that are past their end of life (EOL) 27 across seven
legacy systems. These servers range from 1 to 6 years beyond EOL. One LPO stated
that the Patent Exam Center product team would “have no choice but to meet the
deadline” to develop and deploy the new search tool by FY 2022. The LPO added that
moving a legacy system would cost “a lot” of money, in terms of millions of dollars, but
could not quantify the potential cost needed to complete the transfer. If product
planning included LCCEs and IMSs, USPTO could have made contingency plans for risks
associated with aging or obsolete servers and transferring a system to another server.
Without a contingency plan, USPTO cannot prepare for unforeseen events that may
lead to increased costs and operation interruptions.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office direct the Chief Information
Officer to do the following:
1. Establish an LCCE and IMS for current and planned PPL investments.
2. Establish a training plan to ensure PPL team members and other appropriate
personnel receive specialized training to develop and maintain an LCCE and IMS.
3. Establish contingency plans consistent with NIST’s SA-22 for system components
when support for the components is no longer provided by the manufacturer.

26

See (1) DOC National Institute of Standards and Technology Computer Security Resource Center, September
2020. Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and Organizations, Special Publication 800-53, Revision 5.1.
Gaithersburg, MD: NIST. Available online at https://csrc.nist.gov/CSRC/media/Projects/risk-management/80053%20Downloads/800-53r5/SP_800-53_v5_1-derived-OSCAL.pdf (accessed March 22, 2022); and (2) DOC NIST
CSRC, September 2020. Control Baselines for Information Systems and Organizations, Special Publication 800-53B.
Gaithersburg, MD: NIST. Available online at https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.80053B.pdf (accessed March 22, 2022).
27
Operating systems that reach EOL no longer receive support (e.g., security updates) from the manufacturer.
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II. USPTO Needs to Improve Agile Adoption Practices When Developing
Next-Generation Patent Systems
Agile adoption best practices state that management should implement a consistent process
to track, measure, and monitor the value of work to ensure business value is delivered. This
process should capture and apply user feedback early in the development process and be
incorporated into future updates. Furthermore, an appropriate organizational entity should
be in place to establish an Agile-supportive environment and ensure organizational goals
align with Agile values and principles.
We reviewed USPTO’s Agile guidance and adoption practices and found that USPTO did
not develop processes and procedures to ensure that (1) all user feedback is being
captured, and (2) comprehensive key performance indicators (KPIs) are being developed for
patent products. In addition, we found that USPTO lacks a full commitment to Agile
oversight.
A. USPTO does not have clear processes or procedures to ensure all user feedback is captured
Agile programs require the ongoing collaboration and commitment of stakeholders such
as business owners, developers, and users to deliver business value. Product teams
depend on user feedback to define and reprioritize requirements 28 to deliver quality
products. To do this, the program must have a process in place to field suggestions from
users interacting with the system. If user feedback is not effectively captured for
consideration, there will be no historical record of proposed requirements or
modifications for reference. The lack of a documented process could hinder decision
makers’ insight into the true value of delivered product features. 29
To determine how well USPTO captures and addresses user feedback, we held
discussions with product owners and evaluated user feedback for the PE2E Search 30
tool. USPTO captures and manages user feedback for its patent products via the Patent
Automation Support Manager (PASM) 31 system. Product owners stated they also
capture user feedback via telephone, instant message, and email. However, USPTO
personnel did not ensure a subsequent ticket from these sources was created in PASM.
Therefore, USPTO’s user feedback process did not ensure all suggestions and
recommendations for Patent Search were maintained for analytical and recordkeeping
purposes.

28

Requirements are high-level capabilities in a product roadmap, prioritized in the backlog and refined based on
customer feedback.
29
GAO-20-590G, p. 82.
30
Patent Search is a component of Patent Exam Center, replacing the legacy systems Examiner’s Automated
Search Tool (EAST) and Web-based Examiner’s Search Tool (WEST). These systems are used to manage patent
applications, conduct searches for prior art, manage classifications, make patentability determinations, document
official decisions, and create correspondence.
31
PASM tickets were submitted by users who reported an issue or otherwise had feedback on Patent Search.
From January 2021 to June 2021, 885 out of 898 tickets were closed (98.5 percent).
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We reviewed a PASM report that contained 898 user tickets 32 submitted from January
2021 through June 2021. We evaluated each ticket to identify issues related to an
expected search tool feature or a capability that examiners needed to perform
day-to-day activities. 33 We found that 419 tickets (57 percent) were closed, on average,
in 2 days, but not sufficiently resolved. We determined 370 of those tickets
(88 percent) involved an expected feature of the new Patent Search tool. For example,
USPTO’s PASM representatives closed multiple tickets that related to issues with faulty
foreign language translations and broken search strings without a workaround or an
acknowledgment of the request.
We also interviewed 30 patent examiners 34 regarding Patent Search. They expressed
general concerns related to (1) quality of search results, (2) system outages or system
capacity, and (3) the need for more hands-on training. These issues were submitted in
PASM as well as expressed to their supervisors and Patent Search training instructors.
However, at the time of our review, some of those issues were unresolved. As the
rollout of that tool reaches more than 8,100 patent examiners by the end of FY 2022,
capturing and addressing concerns early in the development stage is critical.
By not effectively capturing user feedback, USPTO may be unable to deliver products
that provide expected value. If USPTO does not improve its Agile adoption practices to
capture all user feedback, USPTO risks further delays in replacing and retiring legacy
systems.
B. Products lack comprehensive KPIs to deliver business value
Agile programs rely on KPIs, which are metrics that measure the value delivered for a
product and the benefits realized by the business. 35 Agile guidance and adoption
practices should be in place and communicated to product team members to ensure
they have the required knowledge to measure business value. 36 USPTO’s CPIC Guide
requires LPOs to create KPIs to measure a product’s contribution to the business need
(user requirements).
To determine how well USPTO develops and manages KPIs, we reviewed product
roadmap documentation. We found that product roadmaps did not have comprehensive
KPIs. Specifically, roadmaps included some KPIs related to timeliness of outcomes, but
did not address quality of outcomes. For example, the Patent Exam Center product
roadmap contained a KPI for “Search Rollout” that only included the rollout date. In
addition, the ADO’s training and guidance related to developing KPIs was not sufficient
32

These tickets were submitted by 467 users. The maximum number of tickets submitted by a single user was 19,
and the average was 1.92 tickets per user. On average, 148.6 tickets were submitted monthly.
33
Our review excluded 161 tickets that were either duplicate tickets in the PASM report, tickets requesting access
to PASM, or open tickets.
34
We interviewed 30 patent examiners (15 Patent Search early adopters and 15 new examiners from the Patent
Academy).
35
USPTO OCIO Capital Planning Guide, p. 14.
36
GAO-20-590G.
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to address the business value needs for each product. Unless USPTO has an adequate
quality metric, it will not be able to accurately determine whether the product delivers
the desired benefits.
C. USPTO lacks clear guidance for Agile oversight
Organizational commitment describes the management actions that are necessary to
ensure that a process is established and will endure. The organization should identify an
Agile champion within senior management who has formal authority to advocate for the
Agile approach and provide oversight.
The Office of the Chief Information Officer established the ADO to develop and
execute USPTO’s Agile program strategy and provide support to product teams. This
support includes facilitating training on the product IT management and development
process, which includes creating KPIs. However, LPOs did not receive specific guidance
from the ADO related to developing KPIs. For example, one LPO stated that the KPI
guidance and training were “too theoretical” and another LPO stated the guidance was
“conflicting.” Moreover, USPTO executive leadership did not provide clear top-down
guidance to assist with the development of KPIs and did not prioritize or formally
establish the ADO as a permanent organization. Specifically, USPTO executive
leadership did not formalize permanent positions with clear roles and responsibilities
(e.g., position descriptions) to provide the Agile foundations and guidance across the
product lines and product teams.
Without clear guidance and leadership involvement on developing comprehensive KPIs,
LPOs may make product decisions that are misaligned with USPTO’s strategic goals and
stakeholder expectations.

Recommendations
We recommend that the Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office direct the Chief Information
Officer to do the following:
4. Establish processes and procedures to ensure all end-user feedback is properly
captured, tracked, and timely communicated to the appropriate product teams
during the product life cycle.
5. Establish a detailed plan to ensure PPL team members and other appropriate
personnel receive specialized training in developing KPIs and revise existing KPIs
to ensure they are comprehensive.
6. Establish policy, guidance, and leadership roles and responsibilities for the ADO
(or equivalent successor).
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Summary of Agency Response and
OIG Comments
In response to our draft report, USPTO generally concurred with all recommendations and
described actions it has taken, or will take, to address them. We considered all USPTO’s
comments and made changes in the final report where appropriate. We have included USPTO’s
formal and technical comments in appendix E.
Agency Response Regarding Recommendation 1. USPTO noted that it generally concurs
with recommendation 1 and plans to improve its current Agile-based project management
artifacts to have high-quality, reliable cost estimates and schedules, instead of “using traditional
planning tools such as LCCEs and IMSs.”
OIG Comment. USPTO’s approach not to incorporate LCCEs and IMSs within its planning
process is not responsive to our recommendation. As we noted in our report, using an LCCE
and IMS (or similar artifact) is compatible with an Agile framework to provide a structured
accounting of all costs and to manage program risk. Without using LCCEs and IMSs, USPTO
programs will continue to lack realistic budget and planning baselines and fundamental program
management tools to identify cost and schedule variances and quickly discern and manage risk.
We are pleased that USPTO generally concurs with our recommendations and look forward to
reviewing its proposed audit action plan.
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Appendix A: Objective, Scope, and
Methodology
Our audit objective was to review USPTO’s progress towards retiring its patent legacy systems.
To accomplish our objective, we judgmentally selected and reviewed certain patent systems to
assess USPTO’s (1) cost, schedule, and capabilities and (2) ongoing activities to transition from
the legacy systems to next-generation systems. We focused our audit work on USPTO’s PE2E
investment efforts and transition activities under the NWOW from FY 2011 to FY 2021.
Specifically, to accomplish our objective, we performed the following actions:
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•

Interviewed USPTO personnel—specifically, those responsible for product line
management, policy development, and quality assurance—to obtain an understanding of
USPTO’s CPIC and NWOW processes.

•

Reviewed and analyzed CPIC documentation (e.g., meeting minutes, presentation
documentation, and capital investment documents) to assess the cost, schedule, and
capabilities of the PE2E investment.

•

Reviewed and analyzed product roadmap artifacts (e.g., epic reports, capacity plans,
budget reports, and KPI listings) to assess the cost, schedule, and capabilities of the PPL
investment.

•

Interviewed USPTO officials and patent examiners, and analyzed documentation (e.g.,
feedback from end users, metrics, and training reports) used by USPTO management in
the development and deployment of the patent examiner search tool.

•

Reviewed USPTO’s policies and procedures and evaluated its efforts against the best
practices outlined in GAO’s Cost Estimating, Schedule Assessment, and Agile Assessment
guides.

•

Judgmentally selected the Patent Exam Center product to assess cost, schedule, and
ongoing activities to replace and retire legacy systems. We based our selection on this
product because it comprised a significant portion of USPTO’s FY 2021 budget. Due to
cost estimate issues identified during the audit, we further judgmentally selected the
International Data Exchange and Patent Administrative Center products, as each
product included a significant budget increase during USPTO’s FY 2021 budget planning.

•

Selected a statistical sample of 30 patent examiners to obtain user feedback on the
next-generation Patent Search tool. Specifically, we (1) obtained feedback on the quality
of the search tool training and strengths and weaknesses of the search tool, and
(2) determined whether the search tool meets performance and functionality
expectations. The issues identified from the judgmental sample of patent examiner
interviews cannot be projected to the universe of patent examiners within USPTO.
However, they provide generalized examples of issues that USPTO should address.

•

Reviewed 898 Patent Search user ticket requests retrieved from the PASM system for
the period of January 2021 through June 2021.
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Analyzed budget data for the PPL, including initial estimate, updated estimate, and final
expenditures for FY 2021.

We also reviewed USPTO’s adherence to the following applicable guidance:
•

USPTO CPIC Guide, versions 4.4, 5.0, and 5.1, dated May 2019, October 2020, and
October 2021, respectively

•

OMB Circular A-11, Preparation, Submission and Execution of the Budget, dated
August 2021

•

OMB Circular A-130, Managing Information as a Strategic Resource, as revised by
OMB Memorandum M-17-26, dated June 2017

•

NIST Risk Management Framework Special Publications:
o 800-53, Revision 5.1, Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and
Organizations, dated September 2020
o 800-53B, Control Baselines for Information Systems and Organizations, dated
September 2020

We gained an understanding of internal controls significant within the context of the audit
objective by interviewing USPTO officials and reviewing documentation for evidence of internal
controls. Although we could not independently verify the reliability of all the information
provided by USPTO, we compared it with other available supporting documents to determine
data consistency and reasonableness. From these efforts, we believe the information we
obtained is sufficiently reliable for this report. We did not find any instances of fraud, waste, or
abuse.
We conducted our review from June 2020 through February 2022 under the authority of the
Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (5 U.S.C. App.), and Department Organization
Order 10-13, as amended October 21, 2020. We performed our fieldwork at USPTO offices in
Alexandria, Virginia.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objective. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective.
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Appendix B: PE2E Cost and Schedule
Table B-1 outlines the schedule and cost for the PE2E investments. USPTO exceeded its
planned schedule and budget for PE2E-Software Engineering and PE2E-2 investments. While it
appears that USPTO became more efficient at estimating its costs and spending for PE2E-3,
USPTO continued to defer next-generation systems. The total actual expenditure for the PE2E
for FYs 2011–2020 was approximately $734 million.
Table B-1. Schedule and Cost for Patent IT Investments
Investment
PE2E-Software
Engineering

PE2E-2

PE2E-3

PPL (under NWOW)

Schedule

Cost
•

Estimated $130,182,000

•

Actual $159,802,000

•

Overspent $29,620,000

•

Estimated $337,541,000

•

Actual $344,849,000

•

Overspent $7,308,000

•

Estimated $371,850,000

•

Actual $229,350,000

•

Underspent $142,500,000

Estimated FYs 2021–2023

•

Estimated $146,015,000

In progress

•

In-progress

•

Estimated FYs 2011–2013

•

Actual FYs 2011–2015

•

Estimated FYs 2015–2017

•

Actual FYs 2015-2019

•

Estimated FYs 2017–2021

•

Actual FYs 2017–2020

•
•

Source: Office of Inspector General (OIG) analysis of PE2E investments

Between FY 2011 and FY 2020, USPTO planned to develop a total of nine next-generation
systems; however, three were developed and one was cancelled. The five deferred systems
were transferred to the NWOW, with completion planned through FY 2023. Table B-2
outlines USPTO’s schedule and its progress toward developing these next-generation systems.
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Table B-2. PE2E Investment Schedule and Progress Toward
Developing Next-Generation Systems

Developed Cancelled

Deferred to
Next
Investment

Investment

Schedule

Planned

PE2E-Software
Engineering

FYs 2011–
2015

6

0

1

5

PE2E-2

FYs 2015–
2019

7
(5 deferred from PE2ESoftware Engineering and
2 new planned systems)

2

0

5

PE2E-3

FYs 2017–
2020

6
(5 deferred from PE2E-2
and 1 new planned
system)

1

0

5

PPL (under
NWOW)

FYs 2021–
2023

5
(deferred from PE2E-3)

In progress

N/A

N/A

Source: OIG analysis of USPTO’s PE2E investments

Table B-3 shows the status for the five deferred next-generation systems and USPTO’s plan for
the corresponding eight legacy systems that were transferred under the NWOW. For example,
for Patent Exam Center, USPTO is developing PE2E Search to replace EAST and WEST.
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Table B-3. Status of PPL Next-Generation and Legacy Systems

Source: OIG analysis of PPL next-generation and legacy systems
Retirement date as of March 8, 2022.

a

Table B-4 provides a description of each legacy and next-generation system discussed in the
previous tables.
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Table-B-4. Patent System Names and Descriptions
System Name

Description

PE2E Search Tool

Web-based system for patent examiners to conduct prior art searches based on
published U.S. and foreign applications, to include published nonpatent literature
(i.e., books, articles, and published research).

EAST

Software interface that connects with USPTO patent database files.

WEST

Internal USPTO database used by U.S. patent examiners and patent researchers.

Cooperative Patent Classification

International patent classification system that is jointly managed and maintained
by the European Patent Office and USPTO.

CDS

Software component that maintains current patent classification information,
such as weekly new issues, master classification files, and foreign patent master
classification files for USPTO.

Sequence Listing Information
Control

Processing system for DNA, RNA, and protein sequence listings that provides a
workflow for review and data transformation for downstream intake
components, such as Patent Content Management and Patent Search
repositories.

SCORE

Software component to provide patent examiners with access to unpublished
mega-content associated with a patent application.

Integrated Quality System

Designed for use by the Office of Patent Quality Assurance and the Patents
Technology Centers to conduct quality reviews of patent examiners’ office
actions.

Quality Review System

Software application that allows patent examiners to review, evaluate, and
create reports for patent applications.

Patent Center

A web-based system used by patent applicants to review, manage, and submit
electronic applications to USPTO. Allows applicants to view public applications.

EFS-Web

Software component that provides electronic filers a secure method to submit
PDF files over the internet to USPTO.

Public PAIR

Software component that allows public access to published patent applications
and published patents.

Private PAIR

Software component that provides restricted internet-based access to patent
applicants and/or designated legal representatives on patent application status
and history information.

Source: OIG analysis of USPTO’s Business Product Master List
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Appendix C: PPL Investments and Budget
Estimates
Table C-1 provides a description of each product in the PPL.
Table C-1. PPL Business Product Descriptions
PPL Business Product

Description

Patent Center

Enables applicants to manage their patent applications and portfolio.

Patent Administrative Center

Enables USPTO personnel to receive and process patent applications.

Patent Exam Center

Enables users to manage patent applications, search prior art, make
patentability determination, and create correspondence.

International Data Exchange

Enables internal and public stakeholders (e.g., foreign intellectual
property owners) to view, monitor, and exchange application data on
a global level.

Patent Trials and Appeals Center

Provides internal and external users with a unified case management
and processing interface to file papers and conduct trial business.

Patent Business and Content Management
Services

Enables users to access patent application documents and content
stored in various formats.

Patent Data and Analytics

Provides users access to a collection of analytic and data tools used in
production of business intelligence and advanced analytical solutions.

Source: OIG analysis of USPTO’s Business Product Master Listing

Table C-2 outlines the PPL investments’ initial and updated budget estimate for FY 2021. The PPL
contains seven investments with a final estimated budget of approximately $146 million.
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Table C-2. PPL Initial and Updated Budget Estimates for FY 2021
(as of December 2020)

Investment

Initial Budget
Estimate
(Jul 2020)

Patent Center

$13,691,000.00

$13,691,000.00

$0

0%

Patent Administrative
Center

$26,668,000.00

$39,884,454.40

$13,216,454.40

50%

Patent Exam Center

$49,384,950.00

$56,476,740.00

$7,091,790.00

14%

International Data
Exchange

$8,275,000.00

$16,438,990.00

$8,163,990.00

98%

Patent Trials and
Appeals Center

$7,978,000.00

$8,258,000.00

$280,000.00

4%

Patent Business and
Content Management
Services

$5,050,000.00

$5,050,000.00

$0

0%

Patent Data and
Analytics

$6,216,200.00

$6,216,200.00

$0

0%

$117,263,150.00

$146,015,384.40

$28,752,234.40

Total

Updated Budget
Estimate
(Dec 2020)

Difference in
dollars

Difference
in
percentage

25%

Source: OIG analysis of PPL investments
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Appendix D: Acronyms
Term

Definition

ADO

Agile Development Office

CDS

Classification Data System

CPIC

Capital Planning and Investment Control

EAST

Examiners Automated Search Tool

EFS-Web

Electronic Filing System-Web

EOL

End of Life

FAB

Financial Advisory Board

FY

Fiscal Year

GAO

U.S. Government Accountability Office

IMS

Integrated Master Schedule

IT

Information Technology

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LCCE

Life Cycle Cost Estimate

LPO

Lead Product Owner

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NWOW

New Ways of Working

OIG

Office of the Inspector General

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

PALM

Patent Application Locating and Monitoring

PASM

Patent Automation Support Manager System

PE2E

Patent End-to-End

PLL

Patent Product Line Lead

PPL

Patent Product Line

Private PAIR

Private – Patent Application Information Retrieval

Public PAIR

Public – Patent Application Information Retrieval

SCORE

Supplemental Complex Repository for Examiners

USPTO

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

WEST

Web-based Examiner’s Search Tool
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Appendix E: Agency Response
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